AT-A-GLANCE for the Clinician

AccessPharmacy® from McGraw-Hill Medical is an innovative, online resource that allows users to explore
leading pharmacy references, search curriculum topics, and research drugs and supplements, all accessible
from a mobile device.
> SEARCH across different content types (such as textbooks,
updates, cases) with a single query
> DISCOVER multimedia content, such as the Interactive
Guide to Physical Examination and gastrointestinal
endoscopy videos
> KEEP CURRENT on the latest developments in
pharmacotherapy with Topics in Evidence-Based Pharmacy
Practice, and textbook updates

> TEXTBOOKS
Available titles include:
• Dipiro’s Pharmacotherapy: A
Pathophysiologic Approach
• Pharmacy Management: Essentials for All
Practice Settings
• Harrison’s Principles of Internal Medicine
• Goldfrank’s Toxicologic Emergencies
• Drug Information: A Guide
for Pharmacists
For a complete listing of textbooks, visit the
Readings tab on accesspharmacy.com

Topics in Evidence-Based
Pharmacy Practice are
reviews of clinical trials,
studies, and guidelines that:
• Examine the validity of
approach, methodology,
results, and recommedations
• Make recommendations
that can affect decision
making

To see more of what AccessPharmacy offers, fully explore our navigation bar:

accesspharmacy.com
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My Access Account

Creating a My Access account provides opportunities
for greater personalization and easier access:
>R
 emote access to your subscribed site(s),
no extra logins or VPNs required
> Print full chapters
> Download & save images
>S
 et up alerts for new book content
>A
 ccess your Custom Curriculum
(if it’s being utilized by your program)
Sign up for a My Access account today by logging into
your subscription and clicking on your institution name
in the upper right hand corner.

Mobile Access
Our Access sites are built using responsive web design, the latest in web design providing an optimal viewing
experience no matter what device is used.
Responsive web design allows the layout of our sites
to adapt to the device being used—providing easy
reading and navigation with a minimum of resizing,
panning, and scrolling.

